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Nouvelle compilation du cvs de Xbox Media Center par T3CH, voilà le changelog complet:

This T3CH-compile is a BAREBONE package (with just a few thirdparty scripts and with just the default skin) compiled
with XDK v5849.
Here's the added and updated stuff from the changelog since the 2005-10-31 CVS release:

 - 07-11-2005 fixed: after lpcm codec addition to dvdplayer, dvd's where not playable anymore.
- 07-11-2005 fixed: reverted dvdplayer overlay fix (it produced more problems then it fixed)
 - 06-11-2005 added: option in my programs settings to en/disable Kai(info) (disabled by default).
 - 05-11-2005 changed: allmusic.com album lookups now use both album and artist and rank the results
- 05-11-2005 fixed: the cover image is updated when refreshing album information
- 05-11-2005 changed: some startup logging cleanup.
- 05-11-2005 changed: show average bitrate for vbr mp3 again.
- 05-11-2005 changed: removed mymusictop100 keymappings from keymap.xml (window doesn't exist anymore,
functionality was moved to libraryview a while back)
- 04-11-2005 fixed: myfiles, certain .sids, .nsfs and .oggs weren't deleteable/copyable.
- 04-11-2005 fixed: mymusic, when you changed sort method, cursor placement changed to wrong file, thx to Jmarshall
for fix
- 03-11-2005 added: added: dvdplayer, 24 bits lpcm decoding
- 02-11-2005 changed: utf8 name conversion in song metadata during last.fm streaming
- 02-11-2005 changed: faster start of last.fm streams
- 02-11-2005 fixed: last.fm, code indenting
- 02-11-2005 added: last.fm, user's recently listened tracks, sortable by date
- 02-11-2005 fixed: last.fm, utf8 names are converted so that accented letters are properly displayed
- 02-11-2005 fixed: last.fm, lists with decimals (ratings...) were not properly sorted (sort by size)
- 02-11-2005 fixed: last.fm, clears directory cache when returning to root to allow multiple searches
- 01-11-2005 fixed: xlink kai settings were hidden.
- 01-11-2005 fixed: applied sf patch #1283584 to fix some python control issues, (Thnx to hempster)
- 31-10-2005 changed: files ending in .ts.001 will now be consider to be mpeg files and not rar archives.
- 31-10-2005 fixed: dvdplayer, after the last update, enabeling deinterlacing could cause a crash
- 31-10-2005 update: dvdplayer, ffmpeg to latest version
- 31-10-2005 fixed: dvdplayer, subtitle issues. subtitles should now be displayed if you enable them when playing a dvd
- 31-10-2005 fixed: dvdplayer, on some menu overlays, transparency was ignored and resulted into non visable menu
overlays
- 31-10-2005 added: dvdplayer, media duration estimation when no duration is available
- 31-10-2005 fixed: dvdplayer, vob files had no timing information
- 31-10-2005 fixed: dvdplayer, only the first vob file of a dvd was seekable and had the correct time values
- 31-10-2005 cleanup of file-input classes for dvdplayer
- 31-10-2005 removed named events and created normal events of them
- 31-10-2005 added: basic external subtitle support to the dvdplayer (not enabled)
- 31-10-2005 fixed: bug report #1312797, dvdplayer: some rips hang with 1 sec left to play.
- 31-10-2005 changed: paths to screenshots and shoutcast rips to their path variables which support non default
locations ($RECORDINGS, $SCREENSHOTS)
- 30-10-2005 added: "lastfm:" virtual filesystem (initial audioscrobbler web services support). Add a My Music share to
"lastfm://" to test it, and make sure you are registered with audioscrobbler.
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